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“A happy nest for every child to

Learn, Respect & Flourish”

We’re delighted you are interested in choosing Small Wonders Nursery as the first step in your
child’s education. We recognize what a vital decision this is as a parent and one that will shape
your child’s future, so we hope this prospectus gives you a feel of life at Small Wonders. We’re
proud to have created a caring environment where children can learn in a fun and stimulating
way.
Respectful & Caring Attitude
Committed to your little duck
We are committed to providing a stimulating and
creative environment that meets the needs of all
our little ducklings enabling all children to thrive
and grow and be the best they can possibly be.

Strong Relationships and Partnership
We aim to work closely with parents and careers,
creating strong bonds and partnerships enabling us to
create a home from home learning environment
which allows our little ducks’ learning to be
continuous and cohesive between their home life and
nursery life. By establishing solid relationships, we aim
to make leaving your little wonder with us as worry
and stress free as possible as we understand how
precious your children are.

We strongly believe everyone has the right to be treated
fairly and respectfully and welcome open discussion
helping our little ducks to realize the difference between
right and wrong within a safe and caring environment
whilst celebrating each other’s differences.

Inspired Learners
We believe it is important for our little ducks to be
inspired from day dot. We aim to provide a passionate
and inspiring curriculum which is broad yet balanced,
making the most of all learning environments and
opportunities, encouraging active learning as well as
helping to create wonderful independent learners.

Our Vision at Small Wonders is to provide the most nurturing and stimulating environment with opportunities
and resources available allowing all children to reach their full potential while encouraging all children to gain
an understanding of respect and fairness fostering each child’s sense of identity.”

At Small Wonders Day Nurseries, we do not feel that a
child begins to learn only when they turn a particular
age. Therefore, we begin a gradual introduction to the
more structured learning process as soon as we feel
each child is mature enough to do so.
We do this by creating an environment that has the
appropriate space, equipment, and facilities for your
child to learn and have fun. All children have access to
a broad and balanced curriculum and have daily
literacy and numeracy sessions in each room. Health
and safety is paramount too and we abide by the
guidelines to ensure your child is secure at all times.

Within our nurseries we make sure each child is
treated as an individual, with equal opportunities.
We see each child as a whole person, not simply as
under 2, a 2-3 or as a 3-5-year-old. Therefore, whilst
following a pre-determined Learning Journey and
Activity Plan we will be guided by the individual child,
their choices and thirst for knowledge and will
encourage each child to develop to their full
potential.

To this end we have a record of achievement,
compiled by nursery staff, parents and the child
themselves. The children are not pressurised because
learning should be fun, children have absorbent
Children need to make sense of the world through minds, a natural curiosity and lots of enthusiasm for
curiosity, discovery, and involvement in guided learning and we will help them to channel these
activities, set at the right level for their individual energies.
capabilities. Their social and emotional needs must be
met also, and this is considered to be of paramount
importance in small children. A happy, loving
atmosphere with plenty of cuddles allows a child to
develop his or her true potential. We pride ourselves on
creating a secure and happy environment to allow the
children to be responsive to the opportunities for
emotional, social and cognitive development.

Small Wonders Nursery PR1 7HR
Open for over 20 years leading to a vast wealth of
experience and knowledge
Newly Refurbished interior
Purpose built fluffy ducklings’ room and outdoor area
for 2-year olds
Great Commuter links
Walking distance to the University of Central
Lancashire
2 outdoor areas to suit children of all ages

Small Wonders Too, PR1 8TA
Open for 12 years leading to a vast wealth of
experience & knowledge
Newly refurbished interior
Vast amount of space for your little wonders
to grow and flourish Large outdoor area
Great Commuter Links
Central location within walking distance to
University of Central Lancashire
Limited parking available for sessions your
child is in nursery, subject to demand.

At Small Wonders Day Nurseries, we believe
that children are active learners from birth, so
we have created a vibrant and stimulating
environment to encourage your little wonder
to reach their full potential. Our Nurseries are
designed to tap into your child’s imagination.
Each setting is fitted with stimulating and
interesting décor, with each room hosting the
latest age appropriate toys and learning aids.
We have organized each room to be individual
to the specific learning age, so whether your
child is under a year old or nearly five, they will
have everything they need to thrive.
We understand the importance of the early
years in a child’s general development cannot
be over-emphasized. The early years sews the
seeds for future development, it’s vital that
during these formative years children’s natural
curiosity is harnessed to inspire the children to
learn. At Small Wonders Day Nurseries, we
believe that our environment enhances
children’s curiosity allowing maximum learning
potential.

“Lovely helpful, friendly staff, a wonderful environment
and very happy children. This is one of the best
nurseries in Preston”

What Is The EYFS?
Every child is an individual and deserves the best possible start to life. The EYFS is a statutory government framework
that supports this belief.
The EYFS sets out standards for the learning, development, and welfare of children from birth to five years of age. It
explains the skills, knowledge and understanding that children must learn to support their healthy development.

Why do we have the EYFS Framework?
This framework exists to support all professionals working in early years and sets out all standards for learning and
development of children from birth to five years, as well as ensuring all children are kept healthy and safe. Since 2012,
the framework has been developed and revised with parents and early years’ experts to make it clearer and to emphasis
a parent’s role in their child’s development.

For a detailed look at how we approach the EYFS please ask to see the ‘Our Approach to
Education’ file.

Children love exploring outdoors and we recognise that they can learn a great deal through play as well as
having lots of fun. All our outdoor provisions meet the highest safety standards and we have invested in
excellent facilities to enhance your little ducks experience outdoors.

Each of our age groups have a specific name as they travel through their nursery lives from
little nestlings, all the way through to migrating ducks, however, they always come back to
visit! For more information on each room please request the room prospectus!
Nestlings Room (0-1 years)
Our baby room offers the best possible start to nursery life. Our home from
home approach ensures that your little nestling will flourish through
stimulated sensory play. Key workers in the nestling room will focus on
simulation lots of new and exciting tactile activities to encourage development
and capture their interest in this “taking it all in” stage of their development.

Hatchlings (1-2 years)
This is the stage when your hatchling will be into everything and is often seen
as the most boisterous and mobile phase of your child’s development. They
will be encouraged to stretch their minds by exploring the world around them
as well as having a good run around!

Fluffy Ducklings (2-3 years)
At this age, the word Why is a favourite. Our staff will be on hand to help your
fluffy ducklings to find the answers. This group will be learning to be
independent and begin to go off and explore on their own. We aim to provide
them with a path to follow on their learning journey.

Ducks and Hens (3-4)
At this age we being to focus on preparing your duck/hen for school whilst still
encouraging them to enjoy their favourite part of nursery. We follow the Early
years curriculum and begin to introduce phonics and early numeracy through
your little ducks play and personal interests.

Migrating Ducks (4-5)
At Small Wonders the Pre-school room lays the foundations for a sound
literacy and mathematical education as well as enriching their own personal
interests. Close links between local schools ensure a smooth transition
between Small Wonders and school.

Our aim is to create strong positive relationships with parents, working
closely together to create a cohesive and consistent learning environment
between both home and nursery.
We believe that communication is key to forming a close relationship,
keeping our parents fully informed on the wellbeing, development and
learning of your little duck. We do this through a range of media,
including having open conversation with our parents, communication
diaries, newsletters, parent’s evenings and events as well as email
correspondence, however, we are always looking for other means of
communication that allow our relationship between home life and
nursery life to be as much of a two-way conversation as is possible.
More importantly, we believe it is vital to get feedback from the parents
of our little ducks. We always strive to work towards perfection, and this
isn’t possible without the help and feedback from the people who know
our little ducklings the best, yourselves.

We select our team not only by their professional qualifications by also their passion for educating our little
wondrous minds. Enthusiasm, energy and generosity of spirit are qualities here at Small Wonders, we are
proud to say, our staff demonstrate at all times.
Each member of our carefully selected team not only brings different experiences to the nursery but they also
all share the same goal of delivering a unique learning experience to each individual child. Our staff members
are always eager to better themselves and believe learning should continue no matter what their level of
qualification, therefore attending regular in-house training and development programmes.

At Small Wonders we cater for all types of little taste buds and are committed to offering children healthy,
nutritious and balanced meals.
We are mindful of individual dietary requirements, such as vegetarianism and food allergies, and ask parents to
inform us of these as early as possible.
Our menu provides children with their essential five-a-day with freshly cooked seasonal vegetables served with
every main meal, prepared fresh on site by one of our chefs, to meet their needs. Supporting our local suppliers is
something we believe is important, so we try our best to source as many products as possible locally.
We are always looking for new ways to improve our menus so any suggestions from parents about our menus are
welcome and taken into consideration. At Small Wonders we believe allowing children to experience food from
different cultures is something very important as it widens their experience of the multi-cultural world around

Healthy Menu
Mindful of individual dietary requirements
5-a-day
Fresh Homemade Food
Support local suppliers

Prior to a child entering nursery a general information
and welcome pack is either sent to parents or issued
during a visit to the nursery. Children attending morning
sessions should arrive by 9.15am and those attending
afternoon sessions between 1.00 and 1.30pm.
Otherwise the activities of the other children may be
disrupted and the staff would be unable to greet arriving
children and parents, as we would like.

For all children joining the nursery, our initial
emphasis is to make them feel secure, loved,
and happy. To assist with this process, each
child is allocated a member of staff as their
designated “Keyworker” who forms a special
relationship with the child and his or her
parents. Your little one’s key worker will be
the member of staff they bond the most with
to ensure your little one has the best start in
nursery that they can. The security provided
by this relationship is, we feel, essential for all
children.

It is important that a parent (or an individual
of the parent’s choice) should accompany all
children for at least a short time on their first
few attendances. After the new arrivals have
become secure in their surroundings, the
staff can direct them increasingly towards the
formation of friendships, encourage them to
develop their independence and begin on
their journey of learning.

Our nurseries are open from 7.30 am to 6.00pm Monday to Friday throughout the year except for one week at
Christmas and all Public Bank holidays. Please note full fees are payable during holiday and absence due to
illness.
Full- Time/ Full Days
Part- Time Mornings
Part-Time Afternoons

7:30 am to 6:00pm
7:30 am to 1:00pm
1:30 pm to 6:00pm

Children are able to attend either full-time or part-time for as many
full or half days as would suit them. The minimum weekly
attendance is 2 half-days, but we hope that children wishing to
benefit from our pre-school education will attend the equivalent of
three half day sessions a week.

Our Nursery Fee’s Include;
Nappies
Wipes and Creams
Formula/Milk

Under Two’s
Two’s
Three and Over

Full Week
£205
£195
£190

Per Day
£48
£45
£45

Per Session
£30
£26
£26

